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Salehi and Scheidt [6] have derived several Wold-Cramer concordance 
theorems for q-variate stationary processes over discrete groups. In this paper 
we characterize the concordance of the Wold decomposition with respect to 
families arising in the interpolation problem and the Cramer decomposition 
for non-full-rank q-variate stationary processes over certain nondiscrete locally 
compact Abelian (LCA) groups. Moreover, we give an answer to a question of 
Salehi and Scheidt [6, p. 3191 on a characterization of the Wold-Cramer con- 
cordance with respect to Jo _ As corollary we then deduce a characterization of 
]a-regularity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The interpolation problem for q-variate stationary processes over groups 
was studied independently by Salehi and Scheidt [6] and by Weron [7, 81. The 
interesting feature in [6] is the study of the concordance of the Wold decomposi- 
tion and the Cram& decomposition. In [6] only the case of processes over 
discrete Abelian groups is studied; but using methods developed in [7, 81 we 
may study the Wold-Cramer concordance in the general case of nondiscrete 
LCA groups. 
Section 2 is devoted to the preliminary results on matrix integrals, and 
Section 3 to q-variate stationary processes over LCA groups. We recall some 
results of earlier papers [6, 81 and give an analytical characterization of an 
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important subspace VX,c, for further results. In Section 4 we present the main 
result of this paper, the Wold-Cramer concordance with respect to (w.r.t.) 
J a family of complements of compact subsets of G closed under translations. 
This result yields the sufficient conditions for the Wold-Cramer concordance 
which were obtained in [6, Theorems 4.10 and 5.61 for q-variate stationary 
processes over linearly ordered discrete Abelian groups. Finally, in Section 5 
we obtain again a characterization of the Wold-Cramer concordance w.r.t. Ja , 
the family of complements of singletons. Simultaneously, this result furnishes 
an answer for the problem given in [6, p. 3191. Next we obtain a characterization 
of J,,-regularity. 
2. MATRIX INTEGRALS 
The concept of the generalized inverse of matrices was used by Penrose, 
who proved the following theorem [2, p. 4061. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be any q x q-matrix. Then there exists a unique 
q x q-matrix X such that 
AXA = A, XAX = X, (AX)* = AX, (XA)* = XA. 
The matrix X in this theorem is called the generalized inverse of A and it will be 
denoted by A#. 
Throughout this paper all matrices will be q x q and these will have complex 
entries. Let B(A) = {y: y  = xA) denote the range of A and let N(A) = 
{x: XA = 0} denote the null space of A. The following property of A# follows 
from [3, p. 3551. 
2.2. If  A is nonnegative Hermitian, then A# is also nonnegative Hermitian 
and .%(A) = ,%?(A#). 
Let M, N be matrix-valued measures on a, the u-field of subsets of Q. 
If  m is a nonnegative u-finite measure on B, then we say that M is absolutely 
continuous w.r.t. m (M < m) if each entry Mij of M is absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. m. Following [3, p. 3611, we say that M is strongly absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. N (M ==@ N) if there exists a a-finite nonnegative measure m on kI? such 
that M < m, N < m, and W(dM/dm) CW(dN/dm) a.e. m. 
Let @ and ??’ be g-measurable (i.e., each of their entries is .%-measurable) 
matrix-valued functions on Q and let M be a matrix-valued measure on 8. 
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If m is a nonnegative a-finite measure on S? such that M < m and if 
@(dM/dm) ?P* is integrable w.r.t. m, then we define 
J CD dM Y* = S, (@(dM/dm) Y*)ij dm. 
R 
It is well known that so @ dM Y* is independent of the choice of m. If  Y is 
the unit matrix for almost all w E Q, we will simply write so CD dM. 
Let M, N, F be matrix-valued measures on .99. If  m is a nonnegative o-finite 
measure on 9 such that M Q m, N < m, F << m, and if (dM/dm)(dF/dm)# 
(dN/dm)* is integrable w.r.t. m, then we define 
J 
R 
dM dN*/dF = [ (dM/dm)(dF/dm)# (dNjdm)* dm. 
-I? 
As before, it is easy to see [5] that ssz dM dN*ldF is independent of the choice 
of m. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (cf. [4, 51). Let F b e a nonnegative Hermitian matrix- 
valued measure on SY. 
ca> BY L2.F we denote the class of all matrix-valued functions Cp on Q 
for which the integral (CD, cD)~ = so <P dF @* exists. 
(b) BY %.F we denote the class of all matrix-valued measures M on S? 
for which the integral (M, M)F = SD dM dM*/dF exists and M is strongly 
absolutely continuous w.r.t. F. 
We remark that if F is a nonnegative Hermitian measure, then a u-finite 
nonnegative measure m always exists such that F < m; in fact, m = Tr F. 
The proof of the following result is an easy consequence of [3, Theorem 5.41 
and we omit it. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (cf. also [5, Theorem 2; I]). Let F be a nonnegative 
Hermitian matrix-valued measure on 33. Then ME H2,F if and only if there exists 
a function DM EL,,, such that for each E E 39, M(E) = SE @, dF. In fact, 
<P, = (dM/dm)(dF/dm)# (mod F), 
where m is any nonnegative o-finite measure on g such that M < m and F < m. 
Moreover, if M, NE HZSF , then 
(@M 9 @NIP = CM, N>F . 
In [l] we give an example which shows that the assumption M C@ F in the 
definition of H2,F is essential for the above result. 
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3. STATIONARY PROCESSES 
Let G be any LCA group with multiplication and r be the dual group of G. 
We will denote the elements of G by g and those of l-’ by y. The value of y  E r 
at g E G will be denoted by <g, y). Throughout this paper the letter .9 denotes 
the Bore1 field of the dual group r. On every LCA group there exists a non- 
negative measure, finite on compact sets and positive on nonempty open sets 
(the so-called Haar measure of the group) which is translation-invariant. We 
denote by dg and dy the Haar measures on G and I’. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A q-variate stationary process over any LCA group G is 
a function (X,)g E G such that 
(a) X, E ffQ for all g E G (H is a fixed Hilbert space), 
(b) the Grammian matrix (X, , XJ = (Xphel , X,) = K(gh-I) depends 
only on gh-l for all g, h E G, 
(c) the correlation function K(g) is continuous on G. 
Let wr denote the time domain of the stationary process (X,)g E G, i.e., 
the closed subspace of HP spanned over the elements X, , g E G, with matrix 
coefficients. 
I f  (X&g E G is a q-variate stationary process over any LCA group G, then 
there exists a strongly continuous group of unitary operators (U,)g E G on -W;, 
such that for each g E G, 
x, = UJe., (3.2) 
where e denotes the identity of G. Furthermore, from the theorem of Stone, 
we get for each g E G, 
(3.3) 
where E(.) is a spectral family of projectors in wr . I f  we put L(.) = E(.) X, , 
thenL is an orthogonally scattered vector-valued measure on 9 (see [8, p. 1671). 
From (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain the spectral representation for the stationary 
process (X,)g E G: 
Xg = s- (g, r> dL 
g E G. (3-4) r 
The matrix-valued function F(.) = (L( .), L(.)) is called a spectral measure of 
the process (X&g E G. Clearly, F is a nonnegative Hermitian matrix-valued 
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measure. From (3.4) we get the spectral representation for the correlation 
function 
I%) = I, (g> r> dF> g E G. (35) 
PROPOSITION 3.6 [8, Theorem 3.71. If  (X,,)g E G is a q-variate stationary 
process over any LCA group G with the spectral measure F, then the spaces wx , 
L 2.F ) and H2,p are isomorphic, where 
-- 
(a) the mapping V,: X, + (g, y)I (I denotes the unit matrix) is an iso- 
morphism between wx and L,,, ; 
(b) the mapping V,: Q, + M, , for any matrix-valued function @ EL,., 
with values on the set of measures MQ on g given by M,(E) = SE @ dF, E E a!, 
is an isomorphism between L,,, and H2,F . 
Let yf?i,, , A C G, denote the closed linear subspace of Hq spanned by X, , 
g E A, with matrix coefficients and let J be any family of subsets of G. 
DEFINITION 3.7. (a) A q-variate stationary process (X,)g E G is called 
J-singular if for all A E J, wx,A = wx . 
(b) A q-variate stationary process (X&g E G is called J-regular if 
We say that the process (X,)g E G is J-subordinate to (Y,)g E G if (X, , Y,J 
depends only on gh-l, wx,A C dfr,, for each A E J, and -rY-, C ^w; . 
PROPOSITION 3.8 (Wold decomposition [6 Theorem 2.131). Let J be an-y 
family of nonempty subsets of G, a LCA group, closed under translations. Let 
(X&g E G be a q-variate stationary process over G. Then there exists a unique 
decomposition of (X,)g E G with respect to J in the form 
where 
x, = y, + wg , geG, 
(a) (Y,)g E G and ( W,)g E G are q-variate stationary processes over G; 
(b) (Y&g E G and (W,)g E G are J-subordinate to (X,)g E G; 
(c) (Y&g E G and (W,)g E G are orthogonal: i.e., (Y, , W,) = 0 for any 
g, h E G; 
(d) (Y,)g E G is J-regular; (W,)g E G is J-singular. 
Following [3, p. 3661, we quote the following theorem. 
683/6/I-9 
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PROPOSITION 3.9 (Cramer decomposition). Let F be the spectral measure 
of the q-variate stationary process (X&g E G over any LCA group G and let F, 
the dual group of G, have a o-Jinite Haar measure dy. Then F = Fa f  FS, where 
F” < dy, Fs 1 dy, and both Fa and F” are nonnegative Hermitian matrix-valued 
measures (F” 1 dy means each entryF& of F is singular w.r.t. dy). This decomposition 
is unique. 
Throughout this paper the letter F’ denotes the derivative of the absolutely 
continuous component of F. It will be called the spectral density of (X,)g E G. 
DEFINITION 3.10 [8, p. 1741. Let C b e any proper and nonempty compact 
subset of G. Then 
(a) 9, will denote the set of all matrix-valued functions Q on G such that 
(9 Q(g) ELI,,, 9 
(ii> supp Q(g) C C, 
(iii) Q(g) is representable in the form 
Q(g) = j” <g, r> dM> 
r 
where M is a regular matrix-valued measure on B, i.e., each Mii is a regular 
complex-valued measure on a’; 
(b) 8, will denote the set of Fourier transforms of all functions from k& . 
From this definition we have that if P E Pc , then P EL,,,, and 
Q(g) = jr (g, Y> J’(Y) dr. 
Let *>,c = Fi 0 YiJ-C . The following theorem gives a characterization 
of the space VxSc. For the proof we refer the reader to [8, p. 1761. 
PROPOSITION 3. Il. Let (X&g E G be a q-variate stationary process over any 
LCA group G and let F be its spectral measure. Let C be any proper compact subset 
of G. Then V,V,-y,,, consists of all matrix-valued measures Nr in H2,r which are 
representable in the form 
Ni@) = jEP(~) 4, EEB, 
where P E 8, . 
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Let X E Vx,c. From the diagram presented in [8, p. 1751 it follows that 
-- 
Px(Y) = j. C-K ;k6K& Y> dY9 (3.12) 
MxW = N,,(E) = jE Px(Y) 4, EE.93, (3.13) 
where M, = V,V,X . 
Let I’ has a u-finite Haar measure dy. I f  we put Qx = V,X, then, by 
Proposition 3.6. and (3.13), we get 
j 
E 
p,(y) dy = Mx(E) = j @x dF = j @xF’ dr -t j @X dF” 
E E E 
for each E E 9’. Since F” 1 dy, we conclude that 
P,(Y) = @x(Y)F’(Y) a.e. dy, (3.14) 
@x(Y) = 0 on S = supp F”. (3.15) 
Using these facts we can quote Proposition 3.11 as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let (X&g E G be a q-variate stationary process over an 
LCA group for which the dual group P has a o-Jinite Haar measure. Let F’ be 
a spectral density of (X,)g E G. Then V,V,-Y-,,, consists of all matrix-valued 
measures Np which are representable in the form 
where 
NP(E) = jE P(Y) 4, EEB, 
(ii) g@‘(y)) C =@V’(Y)) a.e. dy, 
(iii) the integral jr P(F’)# P* dy exists. 
Proof. We note that, by (3.14) and (3.15), 92(P) C W(F’) a.e. dy and 
j dN,dN,*/dF = j @dF@” = j @dFa@* 
r r r 
= j @F’(F’)#F‘@* dy = j P(F)+ P* dy, 
r r 
where @ = VilN, , which shows that Np E H2,r if and only if B(P) C W(F) 
a.e. dy and Jr P(F)* P* dy exists. Q.E.D. 
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4. THE WOLD-CR&R CONCORDANCE FOR Jc 
In this section we assume that r has a u-finite Haar measure, where r is the 
dual of G. 
Let J, denote a family of complements of compact subsets of G, closed under 
translations, and let 
The following theorem gives a sufficient and necessary condition for concor- 
dance between the Wold decomposition w.r.t. Je and the Cramer decomposition 
of the spectral measure F. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) Let (X,)g E G be a q-variate stationary process over an 
LCA group G whose dual group P has a o-finite Huur measure dy; 
(b) let (Y,)g E G und ( W,)g E G be the J,-regular and J,-singular components 
of (X,)g E G (us in the Wold decomposition theorem, Proposition 3.Q respectively; 
(c) let F, F, , F, be the spectral measures of (X,)g E G, (Y,,)g E G, and 
( W,)g E G, respectively, and let F’ be the spectral density of (X,)g E G; 
(d) let Fa and FS be the absolutely continuous and singular parts of F with 
respect to the Haar measure dy, us in the Cram& decomposition theorem, Proposi- 
tion 3.9. 
Then Fa = F, and FS = F, if and only if there exists a measure A+’ E V, VI*y;: 
such that 
W(dM/dy) = W(F’), u.e. dy, 
where V, and V, , us in Proposition 3.6. 
Proof. Necessity. Let Fa = F, . We note that, by Proposition 3.8, the 
definition of Vr , and uniqueness in the Wold decomposition, we have Y, E 9’;. 
I f  we can show that F, = V2VIY, , then, by the assumption, F” = F, E V,V,yi 
and W(dF,/dy) = B?(F) for all y  E r. Let 0 = V,Y, . Since (Y&g E G and 
(W,)g E G are orthogonal, then, by (3.5) and Proposition 3.6, 
i, (g, r> dFy = (Y,, Ye) = W, 3 XJ = Jr @<g, r> dF 
for all g E G. Consequently, F,(E) = SE 0 dF for each E E ~2 and, by Proposition 
3.6, it follows that F, = V,V,Y, . 
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Suficiacy. Let us define 
4 = j (g, r> Ii--s dL g E G, r 
V, = s- (g, r> Is& g E G, r 
where L is an orthogonally scattered vector-valued measure associated with the 
process (X,)g E G, as in (3.4), S = supp F”, IE denotes the indicator of a set E. 
From the above definitions it follows that (Z,)g E G and (V&g E G are p-variate 
stationary processes over G and their spectral measures areFa andF”, respectively. 
I f  we are able to show that 
(i) (Z,)g E G and (V,)g E G are j,-subordinate to (X,)g E G, 
(ii) (Z,)g E G is J,-regular, 
(iii) (V,)g E G is J,-singular, 
then, from Proposition 3.8, we will have shown that Y, = 2, and W, = V, 
for all g E G. Thus Fa = F, and Fs = F, . Hence, we need to prove conditions 
(i)-(iii). 
(i) Let C be any compact subset of G such that G - C E 1, and let 
u E Yx,c . By (3.12) and Proposition 3.11, P, = dM”/dy E PC , where M, = 
V,Z; U. According to Proposition 3.6 in combination with (3.14) and Definition 
3.10, we obtain that for all g E G - C, 
(U, Zg) = S, 0, dFIr-.&, Y> = JI- ~rrdF’(g, yi 
= I P,(Y) dr = 0, r 
which shows that Wz,o-e C Wx @ 9; c = “ru;, c-c for each G - C E Je . 
Similarly, by (3.19, it is easy to show that for all g E G, 
(U VA = jr@dW<g. Y> = jr WYg, y> = 0. 
Consequently, yflV,,-, C Wx,o-c for each G - C E Jc . By the construction 
of the processes (Z,)g E G and (V,)g E G, it follows that Wa C Wx and WV C Wr. 
(ii) Let M be a measure in Z’,V,T+‘~ such that S?(dM/dy) = 9f(F’) a.e. dy. 
There exists such a measure in view of the assumption of the theorem. From 
Corollary 3.16, it is clear that ME V2VlYz . Let X be the element of “Yz such 
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that ICI = va;2v,X and let Y be any element in nAEJ, %c,A . We will show that 
Y = 0, which would imply that (Z,)g E G is J,-regular. 
Let N = V,V,Y. Since the spectral measure of (Z,)g E G is F”, then N is an 
absolutely continuous measure w.r.t. dy and we have for each g E G, 
0 = W, u,Y> = s (dlMld~)(F’)” (WRY)* <s, Y> dy, r 
where U, is the group of unitary operators associated with the process (X-,)g E G. 
Hence, 
(dM/dy)(F’)# (dN/dy)* = 0 a.e. dy. 
Let us denote A = dM/dy, B = (F’)#, C = dN/dy. Since, by the assumption 
and property 2.2, 9?(A) = W(B) a.e. dy and, from the definition of H,,, , 
9(C) Cg(B), we conclude that 9%‘(A) = 9?(B) 1 k%?(C) a.e. dy. Because ABC* = 0 
a.e. dy, it then follows that W(AB) C M(C*) = W(C)l a.e. dy. We need to 
show that g(AB) = W(B). The inclusion W(AB) C W(B) is obvious. Let 
x E Jlr(BA*) = S?(AB)l and, a contrario, let x $ W(B)l, i.e., XB # 0. Then 
XB E 9?(B) = W(A) = /V(A*)l and so xBA* f  0. In the other words 
x $ Jlr(BA*) and we obtain a contradiction. Consequently we conclude that 
9(B) r> 9?(C) a.e. dy, 
and 
9?(B) = 9(AB) C S?(C)‘- a.e. dy. 
This implies that W(C) = (0) a.e. dy. Hence, N = 0 and Y = 0. 
(iii) We note that FS, the spectral measure of (V&g E G, is singular 
w.r.t. dy and, by Corollary 3.16, it follows that for every compact subset C of G, 
v  “,c = (0). Therefore, the process (V,)g E G is J,-singular. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. From the fact that vx is a closed linear subspace of -W;: spanned 
over ^yx,c, where G - C E J, , and from Proposition 3.6, it follows that the 
space V,V,vx is a closed linear subspace of H,,, spanned by Np , where 
N,(E)=S,PdyforallE~a,P~8,,andG-C~J~. 
The following assertion is an easy consequence of the above theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X&g E G be a q-variate stationary process over an LCA 
group G and let the dual group r of G have a o-finite Haar measure dy. Let F, 
F, , F, , Fa , F” be as in Theorem 4.1. If  there exists a set C such that G - C E Je 
and if there exists a function P E 8, for which 
(i) S!‘(P) = .S(F’) a.e. dy, and 
(ii) the integral Sr P(F’)# P* dy exists, 
thenFa =F, andFS =F,. 
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Proof. According to Corollary 3.16, we have that NP E V,V,-Y-,,, C V,V,9> , 
where N,(E) = SE P dy, E E g, and P is a function in 44, such that conditions 
(i) and (ii) hold. Since W(dN,/dy) = .2’(P) = %‘(F’) a.e. dy, then, by Theorem 
4.1,Fa =FYandFS =E;y. Q.E.D. 
We note that Theorem 4.3 yields the results of Salehi and Scheidt [6, Theorems 
4.10 and 5.61 for discrete Abelian groups, which are linearly ordered. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) Let (X,)g E G be a q-variate stationary process over a 
discrete Abelian group G, which is linear~v ordered; 
(b) let C denote a fixed set of n + 1 elements of G and let J,, denote the 
famitv ((G - Ck, g E Gh 
(c) let (Y,)g E G and (W,)g E G be the components of (X&g E G as in the 
Wold decomposition theorem w.r.t. Jn ; 
(d) let F, F, , F, be the spectral measures of (X,)g E G, (Y,)g E G, and 
(W,)g E G, respectively; 
(e) let F”, F” be the absolute5 continuous and singular components of F w.r.t. 
the Haar measure, as in the Cramer decomposition theorem; 
-- 
(f) let gc denote the chzss of all polynomials P(y) = zIEC <g, y} A,, 
where A, are matrices, such that B(P) CW(F’) a.e. dy and the integral 
Jr P(F’)# P* dy exists. 
If there exists a polynomial P in 9, such that rank P = q on a set of positive 
Haar measure, then F” = F, and FS = F, . 
Proof. By the assumption (f), [6, Lemma 4.61, and the fact that G is linearly 
ordered, rank P = q a.e. dy, and consequently, B(P) = W(F) = $9, where V? 
denotes the class of complex numbers. Since C is the compact subset of G, Jn 
is closed under translations and, by Definition 3.10, P E B, , the assumptions 
of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
5. THE WOLD-CRAMMER CONCORDANCE FOR Jo AND JO-REGULARITY 
In this section we consider the stationary processes over a discrete Abelian 
group G and the family J,, , the complements of singletons of G. Without loss 
of generality we will assume that dy(F) = I. For the proof of the main theorem 
we will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1 [3, p. 3571. Let @ be a nonnegative Hermitian matrix-valued 
function on 52 such that SD Qi dm exists. Then 
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(a) for &most all w in 9, J(jQ 0 dm) C &(@(u)); 
(b) fog almost aZZ w in J2, 9(@(w)) C B?(jo Cp dm); 
(c) if for almost al2 w in Q, B(@(w)) C .4, where ..& is a subspace of gq, 
%? denotes the set of complex numbers, then 
W (jn@dm)Cd. 
Now we are able to prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. (a) Let (X&g E G be a q-variate stationary process over any 
discrete AbeZian group G; 
(b) let (I;,)g E G and (W,)g E G be the I,,-regular and J,,-singular com- 
ponents of (X,)g E G, as in the WoZd decomposition theorem, Proposition 3.8, 
w.r.t. J,, ; 
(c) Zet F, F, , F, be the spectral measures of (XJg E G, (Y,)g E G, and 
( W,)g E G, respectively, and F’ be the spectral density of (-Y&g E G; 
(d) let F” and FS be the absolutely continuous and singuZar parts of F w.r.t. 
the Haar measure dy, as in the Cram& decomposition theorem, Proposition 3.9. 
Then F” = F, and F” = F, if and only ;f  B(F’) = const. a.e. dy and (F’)” is 
integrable w.r.t. dy. 
Proof. Necessity. Let Fa = F, and FS = F, . Then, by repeating the 
argument used in the proof of the necessity of Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
Fe = FY E V,V,-Y- . According to Remark 4.2 we get 
Fa = lim c Np) in H,,F, 
geK’“’ 
where for each n, K@) is a finite subset of G, Ni”) E V,V,Y>,,,, . We note that 
if 111, + M in HSSF, then M,(E) -+ M(E) for each E E 9. In fact, let @, , @ 
be the functions in L,,, associated with M, and M, as in (2.4), i.e., M,(E) = 
SE cDn dF, M(E) = SE @ dF f  or each n, and E E 9. Then, again by Proposition 
2.4, @, --f @ in L,,, and consequently (see [4]), Qi, --f @ in L,,, . Hence, for 
each E E 9, M,(E) = SE Qn dF -+ SE @ dF = M(E). Since, by Proposition 3.11 
in combination with Definition 3.10 and (3.12), 
N:'(E) = Ad"' jE <g, Y> 6, 
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where AT) are any matrices, we conclude that 
(I) F”(r) = lip C NE’(r) = lim AI,“‘. 
geK’“’ 
Moreover, since for all n, NL”) E H2,r , then, by Corollary 3.13, it follows that 
(II) W(Ak”‘) c a(F) a.e. dy, 
(III) the integral Jr AT)(F)+ AT)* dy exists for each n. 
By (I) and (II), we have g(P(r)) C a(F) a.e. dy. But, from Lemma 5.1.(b), 
W(F) C W(sr F’ dy) = W(F”(T)) a.e. dy, which shows that 
W(F’) = B(F”(T)) = const. a.e. dy. 
By (I) and (III), it follows that the integral jr F”(T)(F’)# F”(T) dy exists. Since 
&?(F”(T)) = .B?(F’) = B?((F’)#) a.e. dy, we conclude that 
s F’P dr r 
exists. 
Suficiency. Let A = jr (F’)# dy. By property 2.2 and Lemma 5.1, %(A) = 
W(F) a.e. dy. I f  we put N,(E) = A SE dy f  or each E E g, then, from Corollary 
3.16, we can easily show that NA E Ir,VIVx,t,l . Since W(dN,/dy) = W(A) = 
9(F) a.e. dy, then, by Theorem 4.1, we obtain that Fa = F, and FS = F, . 
Q.E.D. 
The last theorem is a generalization of the result given by Salehi and Scheidt 
[6, Theorem 3.111 to the case of q-variate stationary processes of nonfull rank. 
Let F, the spectral measure of bivariate stationary process (X&z E Z over the 
group Z, of the integers, be given by 
where y  is the Haar measure on [0, 277) and q, denotes the probability measure 
on [0, 27r) degenerate at the point 0. Then, by Theorem 5.2, Fa = F, and 
F” =F,, but (F’)-l does not exist and [6, assumption (v), Theorem 3.111 
is not satisfied. The rank of this process is 1. 
Using the above theorem we obtain a characterization of Jo-regularity. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (X,)g E G be a q-variate stationary process over a discrete 
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Abeliangroup G and 1etF be its spectral measure. The process (X’,)g E G is J,,-regular 
af and only ;f 
(a) F is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Haar measure dy, 
(b) 99(F) = const. a.e. dy, 
Cc) VT E-&v > 
Proof. Assume that the process (X,)g E G is JO-regular. I f  we can show 
that this implies that the spectral measure F of (X&g E G is absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. dy, then the Wold and Cramer decompositions will be concordant and 
hence by Theorem 5.2, conditions (b) and (c) will be satisfied. A contrario, let FS 
be nonzero. Since Fs E H2,r , then, by Proposition 3.6, there exists a nonzero 
element X E wx such that V,V,X = F8. From (3.15), it is easy to see that for 
all g E G and for each Y E Vx,t91 , 
(X, Y) = 1 dFS dM,*ldF = j- dF” @* = 0, 
r I- 
where @ = ViY, M0 = I’,@. This implies 
and we obtain a contradiction with the assumption that (X&g E G is J,,-regular. 
Conversely, let (X,)g E G be a g-variate stationary process such that conditions 
(a)-(c) are satisfied. From Theorem 5.2, it follows that 
I;” =F, =F and F, =F” = 0, 
where F, and F, denote the spectral measures of JO-regular and JO-singular 
parts of (X,)g E G as in the Wold decomposition theorem w.r.t. J,, . Hence, 
(X&g E G is J,,-regular. Q.E.D. 
This theorem subsumes the results of various authors in special cases. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let (X,)g E G be a nontrivial univariate stationary process 
over discrete Abelian group G with the spectral measure F. The process (X,)g E G 
is Jo-regular if and only if F is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Haar measure dy and 
l/F’ ~h,dv . 
Proof. We note that, for the univariate case, l/F’ EL~,~~ if and only if 
W(F) = ?? = const. a.e. dy and (F’)# E Ll,e,, . Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 5.5 [6, Corollary 3.81. Let (X&g E G be a nontriwial q-wariute 
stationary process over a discrete Abelian group G. If F, the spectral measure of 
(X,)g E G, is absolutely continuous w.r.t. dy, (F’-1 exists a.e. dy, and(F’)-1 E Ll,dv , 
then (X,)g E G is JO-regular. 
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